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It is known that for every recursive strongly sequential regular term rewrite system there is a 
recursive nonnalising one-step evaluation strategy (briefly, a good strategy), that is, a recursive 
function which chooses a redex in every term not in normal form, such that repeated reduction 
of chosen redexes will eventually arrive at the normal form of any term which has one. 
We extend this result to a large class of abstract reduction systems, whose possessing what 
we call the ‘recursively acyclic Church-Rosser’ property. We show that this class includes all 
weakly regular combinatory reduction systems. Examples of these arc: lambda cakulus, all 
regular term rewrite systems, and all systems whose only ambiguities are of the sort exemplified 
by ‘parallel or’: 
porTx-,T, 
porxT+ T. 
This refutes the claim that is sometimes made, that 
parallel evaluation. 
parallel-or and similar operators require 
This paper deals with abstract reduction systems (ARSs), term rewrite systems 
(TRSs), and combinatory reduction sFtems (CRSs). We assume a reasonable 
familiarity with these, and refer the reader to [l, 7,8,10,11] for formal 
definitions and background. We give a brief summary of concepts and notations 
in Section 2. 
‘Sequentiality’ is an intuitive concept relating to CRSs which has received 
several differing definitions (see, e.g. [3,4,9]). The idea behind these definitions 
is that when evaluating a term in a sequential system, it is always possible to pick 
out some ‘needed’ subterm, which must be evaluated at least as far as head 
normal form in order to arrive at a normal form of the whole term. This is not 
always possible. Consider R + the CRS consisting of lambda calculIas with 
beta-reduction, together with a binary symbol por, nullary symbols T and F, and 
the following rules: 
por TX+ T, 
porxT+ T. 
If we are presented with a term (por Al?), s solid we evaluate 
2/89/$3.50 @ 1989, 
, the union of lambda 
able, then there is no problem in 
1, until one of the computations 
putation, and apply the 
elism does not avoid wasted work. Pr ocessors which have been 
later found to be irrelevant might have been 
work instead (unless parallelism is free, which in the real 
non-sequential systems such as IL+ 
e rest is that any normalising computation method (one wh 
has one) must sometimes waste work, by 
which later turn out to ;te unnecessary 
alising method will on 
will later discard, having 
and similar systems, there are 
emory of the past history of their 
s find normal forms when they exist. This is contrary to a 
that the name ‘non-sequential’ is 
S is a set 0 and a bi n 0. 
te set 0 
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symbols, and whose reduction relation is specitied by a set of schematic rewrite 
rules. CRSs were defined by op [ 10,111 and general& TRSs by allowing bound 
variables. The lambda calcu! [I] can be expressed as a CRS, as can the union of 
lambda calculus with any TRS. 
An abstract reduction system is a gene model of computation. Given an 
object a of the system, one proceeds alo me sequence a+b+c-,= 9 - until 
it is not possible to go any further. The result1 ?g object is called a normal form, 
and may be thought of as the ‘value’ of the starting expression, which IS said to 
6ave that object as a normal form. It is possible for an objc~c to have more than 
one normal form, or to have no formal form. ON is the set of objects in 0 having 
a normal form. 
The reflexive closure of -+ will be denoted by +, the reflexive transitive closure 
by -w, and the reflexive transitive symmetric losure by -. When a --), 6, we say 
that 6 descends from a. We will overload the notation -B slightly by also using 
a -6 to denote some particular but otherwise unspecified sequence a + l l l -+ 6. 
No confusion should result. The length of a reduction sequence is the number of 
+ steps in it. In particular, eat% object of 0 can also be considered as a reduction 
sequence of length 0. 
ant property of ARSs is the Church-Rosser property (also called 
conpUence). 
. An ARS is Church-Rosser (or CR for short) if for every pair of 
reduction sequences of the form a -6, II +c, there exist an object d and 
reduction sequences 6 -w d and c ++ d. Cl 
An immediate consequence of this definition is tha* in any Church-Rosser 
ARS, each object as at most one normal form. The prcprty also implies that, in 
a sense, there are no ‘wrong moves’ in such an ARS. Whatever steps you make 
from some object Q, arriving at some object 6, it will always be possible to get 
from 6 to the normal form of a, if there is one. 
An ARS is only useful for computation if there is some algorithm, or strategy, 
for choosing a sequence of reductions to follow. 
. A strategy for an ARS (0, +$ is a function S which takes each 
some subset of 0 to some finite reduction sequence S(a) which begins 
at a. If the sequence nds at a’ we also denote this sequence by u % a’. S is 
total if S is defined on all of 0. S is a l-step strategy if S(a) is a reduction 
sequence of length at most 1 whenever it is defined. Given an object u and 
a strategy S, the sequence generated by S from a is the longest possible 
sequence a ‘3, a’ ‘33 a” Se l l 0 where each of the S-sequences i nonempty. This 
ence terminates if it ends with some 6 such that S(6) is undefined 
empty sequence consisting of just b. S is ~~~~a~~i~g if for every object a 
times more con- 
a we strate isno reduction (also 
er is rreeded reduction [3] which 
uction. An example of a 
complete development [l] of all the 
y sequential TRS a good strategy can be 
regarded as simulated parallelism, as they 
ing evaluated are worked on in an 
are interested in finding one-step strategies for these 
Such a strategy must choose a single aedex to reduce, 
orance of what it has 
; nevertheless, we 
strategies. we present a counterexample 
g this condition has a good 
ctions 6 and 7 we present the definition of a combinatory reductiou 
Section 8 we prove that a large class Of CRSs satisfy 
erefore have a good strategy. Among 
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A trivial method of constructing a IRS with no g&d &:ategy would be o 
present the system in such a way that the reduction rel 
trivially, we could design a system containing terms, 
lead eventually to normal forms, but others - ‘wro 
having no normal form, in such a way that althou 
recursive, the problem of avoiding such wrong moves is not. Nowever, such a 
system would not be Church- r. From the point of view of practical 
amputation, it would be unre e to require a strategy to choose its next 
move on the basis of whether the resulting term still has a normal form, since 
such questions are usually undecidable for interesting systems. In Church-Rosset 
systems, as we remarked above, there are no ‘wrong’ moves. Whatever eduction 
steps you perform on an object of a Church-Rosser system, it is impossible for a 
normal form of that object to become inaccessible. 
The ‘IRS we will prest;nt is Church-Rosser, It is net ‘fuh’ - that is5 it does not 
include all the terms which can be formed from its function symbols. It has 
finitely many function symbols and rules, and the set of its terms is recursively 
enumerable (though not recursive). 
The following term rewrite system is Church-Rosser and has no 
good strategy. 
Fwrction symbols : O-ary : S, K, S’, K’. C, 0, 1, 
l-ary : A, activate, 
2-ary : ap, ap’, 
3-ary: B. 
R&S: ap(ap(ap(S9 x), 39, I)-* Wvk Y), My, z)), 
ap(ap(K x), y)-, 
activate(S’)+ S, 
activate(K’)-, K, 
activate(ap’(x, y ))-+ ap(activate(x), activate(y)), 
A(x)+ B(0, x, activate(x)), 
A(x)+ B(l, x, activate(x)), 
B(O, x, S)+ C, 
B(l, x, K)+ C, 
W, Y, 4--W. 
Terms: those obtainable by the above rules from terms of the form A(t), where 
c” is formed from S’, K’, and ap’. 
To prove Church- 
at tp+t3 and tz++t3. If tl=t2, t 
must find t, 
= f, and use the empty 
J.R. Kema 
) at least one of tl or t2 is not C. thou loss of 
system, descends fbxa some 
be of the form B(i, f4, Q, 
ut then we can take t3 = t2, 
tl --, A(t4) +P t -W t2. Therefore 
I-S, K, andap-and 
are no rewrite rules for the latter, 
n by means of the activate symbol. 
r some term t constructed from S', K’, 
ly are the two A-rules, which give 
e activate rules will then apply, to make 
educed according to the usual rules of 
QiCX?Ofi~=OCWt8= 1 is in effect a guess at whether the 
reduce to S or to K. However, the set of combmatory 
reduce to S and the set of those which reduce to K are 
inseparable [6]. Any total recursive function from expressionls to 
answer. Suppose 0 was chosen and 
eventually reduces to K. The only rule which will then apply is 
point t. A similar outcome results 
. If the strategy were allowed to 
and choose 1 the next 
ut memory, it is trapped in a loop. Cl 
e TRS is not full. e can easily derive from it a full 
ction symbols all the te s of the given TRS, and as 
of the rules of the . This TRS is recursively 
urch-Rosser, and has no strategy. However, it is not 
- that is, it has infinitely many 
owing question, to which 
ere exist a TlXS which is finitely generated, full, Church- 
strategy? 
op [2], which seems to ca 
with a one-step strategy. 
tW0 
e re 
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bY 
(x, Yk@ (f(x), Y) if% Y =4 
(x, u)+ (x, g(y)) if& Y >o, 
(x, o)- @SO) ifx >O, 
The system is clearly Church-Rosser. ts only normal form is (Q, 0). 
(x, y) has a normal form iff there is an n such that either f”(x) = 0 or g”(y) = 0. 
A l-step strategy must choose either to apply f to the left-hand component of a 
given pair, or g to the right-hand component. If the strategy is to be computable, 
it cannot look to see whether the left or right component will eventually become 
zero if f , or respectiwly g, is applied to it often enough, for in general this is 
uncomputable. The similarity with the problem of parallel-or is clear. Intuitively, 
one might expect here to be some recursive f and g for which there is no good 
strategy. Nevertheless, this is not so. For any recursive f and g there is a 
surprisingly simple good strategy. 
. For any recursive f and g there exists a good strategy. 
(Due to M. van Leeuwen and I-I. Mulder [2]). Let (x, y) be a pair of 
e integers. 
If x Cy, then for some n either f”(x) = 0, f”(x) ay, or there is an i <n such 
that f”(x) = f’(x) # 0. Take the smallest such n. The three alternatives are then 
mutually exclusive. If either of the first two alternatives holds, define S(x, y) = L, 
otherwise R. 
If x ay, then for some n either g”(y) = 0, g”(y) > x, or there exists an i <n 
such that g’(y) = g”(y) # 0. Take the smallest such n. The three alternatives are 
then mutually exclusive. If either of the first two alternatives holds, define 
S(x, y) = R, otherwise L. 
This defines S as a recursive function on all pairs of positive integers. To prove 
that the sequence generated by (S, f, g) from (x, y) terminates whenever possible, 
we need only consider the case where one of x and y is taken to zero if f, or 
respectively g, is applied to it often enough, and one is not. 
Suppose x is taken to zero by f, applied often enough, but y is never taken to 
zero by g. S can only generate an infinite sequence if from sosire point in the 
sequence onwards, S always chooses R. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that that point is the beginning of the sequence. From the definition of S, 
this can only happen if x C g”(y) for some n . But then after n steps we will reach 
the pair (x, g”(y)). Since x <g”(y) and the sequence x, f (x), f (f (x)), 
f(f(fWh l l l is acyclic, S must then choose L, contradiction. 
similar argument applies if g takes y eventually to zero, but f never takes x to 
zero. El 
J.R. Kennaway 
A reduction system (0, 9) is recorrsbe if 0 and + are recursively 
e following predicates of x ranging over 0 are recursive: “x is 
and “3~ E 0 (x-y A y Ix)“. El 
ays we might have defined the recursiveness of an 
or less. This definition is the weakest that allows a simple 
cates which we are assuming to be recursive 
need. Verifying them for the standard systems 
natory logic is trivial. 
A reduction sequence E-n F is cyclic if it contains a nonempty 
6 3, G. It is acyclic if it is not cyclic. q 
A COW is a St of reduction sequences of the form (a, + b 1 i E I) 
index set. b is its apex. The cone is finite if I is finite. The 
cone is acyclic if every member is acyclic. Cl 
ACR diagrum is a finite set of finite acyclic cones ({av -), 
. ,n}} suchthat bl-b2w===wb,. El 
3) is my&ally Church-Rosser (ACR) 
4) 1 i E { 1, . . . , n}}, there exists a cone 
, n)} (a Church-Rosser cone or CR cone of the ACR 
ACR diagram all have normal forms, 
n}} is acyclic. This cone is called an 
e system is recursively ACR if it is ACR, and if the object c and the 
reduction sequences bi+c can ‘6e obtained as recursive functions of the given set 
of reduction sequences. Cl 
since {{a-wb}, (a +w}} is an ACR diagram - or will be 
er clung out any cycles from the given sequences. It follows that the 
1 have normal forms if and only if any of them do, 
same normal form. 
concerning acyclic@ were omitted from the definition 
the resulting definition would be equivalent o CR. The usual definition 
se of the more general formulation in terms of a fkite 
happens that for CR, that special case implies the more gene14 
any interesting syste 
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ote that for the recursive ACR property to hold, a CR coiie is required to 
exist, and the recursive functions are required to produce one, even when the 6i 
have no normal form. The acyclicity property of the ACR completion is only 
required to hold when the 6J do have a normal form. The CR cone can without 
loss of generality be assumed to be acyclic in all cases (simply cut out any cycles it 
may contain). 
The next theorem is one half of our main result. 
Every recursive, recukvely ACR reductior system (0, 3) has a 
Throughout his proof we shall use the representation of l-step strategies 
given at the end of Definition 2.2, as a (partial) function from 0 to 0 U ( * ). We 
first make some technical definitions. 
(1) -)n denotes the nth item in the recursive numeration of +. 
(2) We use U for the union of partial functions and of binary relations in the 
usual sense. The union of two partial functions is only defined if the functions are 
compatible - that is, they agree wherever they are both defined. 
(3) Let D be a reduction sequence, a set of reduction sequences, or a set of 
sets of reduction sequences. IDi is the set of objects appearing anywhere in D. 
rel(D) is the binary relation consisting of every single reduction step appearing 
anywhere in D. 
(4) Let S=aO+al-,-.. be a reduction sequence. fun(S) is the partial 
function from 0 to 0 whose graph is rel(S), if there is one. fun(S) exists if S is 
acyclic. (It may a’xist even if S is cyclic, but we will not need that.) fun(S) may 
also be considered as a partial function from 0 to 0 U { * }, i.e. as a l-step 
strategy. If S is acyclic, it will be an acyclic strategy. 
(5) Let T be a reduction sequence and S’ a l-step strategy. S is S-admissible if 
fun(S) exists, fun(S) is compatible with S’, and (S’ U fun(S)) 1 0, is an acyclic 
strategy. 
(6) For any binary relation A, we write A t- a - 6 when a - b with respect o 
the relation A, considered as a reduction relation. Given a subset 0’ of 0, 
A-(0’) is the set {a I3b E 0’ (A t-a - b)}. Given a reduction sequence R, 
A-‘(R) is the set of all acyclic sequences of the form Q %+ 6 ++ c, where 6 -)) c is a 
final segment of R. An A-object is an object x such that there exists an object y 
such that either A@, y) or A(y, x). 
We now construct agood strategy for (0, -+). If 0 is finite, then the problem is 
trivial. Assume hat 0 is infinite. We will construct a strategy S in stages. At the 
n th stage, we will h defined a partial l-step strategy S,, and an auxiliary 
subrelation A, of 3. e will ensure that the following properties hold: 
(i) For yt a 1, S’_, is a substrategy of S,. 
(ii) For n 3 1, A,,+ is a subrelation of A,. 
(iii) For n 3 0, S,,(a) = b E 0 + A,(a, b). 
J.R. 
=S’ and A,+r =An W+,,+l. This clearly 
uence starting at a. We construct the desired sequence 
tided a~ iffy empty reduction sequence). Then define ai, Zi, 
F fi aO), and Ri (i 3 1) by the following iterative 
On Of Ri+l frOlIl Ri- 
test is re~utsi~~, fht(Ri) = a, and S, is mt defined at k(Ri)m 
ai reduces to in one step is ai, then ai has no normal 
as a (since the system is CR and, by Assertion 1, 
any object such that Qi + ai # ai. 
. test is recursive, and in the ‘otherwise’ case, such m a,! can be 
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Fig. 1. 
Di is an ACR diagram. (Note that we are here considering each 
b E x as an kmpty reduction sequence. Hence (b) is a (very small) cone.) 
Let Ei be some ACR completion of Dim If Ei contains any cycle, then a has no 
normal form. In that case, stop. 
Otherwise, let K be the sequence in Ei from the apex of Zi to the apex of Ei. 
Let Ui be the longest initial subsequence of z which contains no An-object, 
other than possibly as the first or last object. . 
. Ui is nonempty and contains no &-steps. 
f Ui is the whole of T, t 
f the &sequence starti ) is cyclic, then by conditon (vi) on S,,. 
laSt(Ui) has no no al form, hence neither does a. Stop. 
e define Vi to be the longest &-se aSt(Ui). 
i+l=Ri- Qo K. 
en one can be found by enumerating the 
~,*a,’ are acyclic. The cones ((6) 16 E I$} 
x(E$). If II_ were empty, the 
uence CycliC. But Ei is acyclic. 
trivially &-admissible. Assume by induction that Ri is 
d that S, U fun(Ri+l) is acyclic OU C&+ 
of an acyclic ACR completion, and 
=Ri-Ui*~CanOdybeCycliC 
e first is the same as some Qbject in Ri - Ui 
s of &-steps, c is an &-object, hence a fortion’ 
‘My its tit and last. c is not the 
erefore the final object 6 of V;: is ~ISO in Ri. She 
art of Zi = AlI( Let the final segment 
is in Zip ad V;: l H$ l Ui is in Ei* But this 
- contradiction. Therefore Ri+l is acyclic. 
compatible with S,. fun(Ri+,) = hn(Ri) U 
with S, if each of the three components is. 
since S,, is not defined at 
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S,, 1 a, which is acyc&. Assume by induction that (S,, U furi( 1 (& is acyclic. 
Since fun(R,,,j = fun(RJ Ufun(Q) Ufun(&) and V;: is an &sequence, (S’ u 
hjRi+,)) 1% = (S,, U fun(&)) 10, U fun(Q) I Ch. & contains no S’-steps, and 
she Ri l Ui is acyclic, Ui contains no &steps. T’~us the two components of this 
union are disjoint. 
Let C be a cycle in (Sn U fun(Ri,l)) I 0~. VJe may assume, without loss of 
generality, that C does not contain any cyclic proper subsequence. C consists of 
steps in (Sn U fun(Ri)) I 0 N or in tin(Q) I 9J, a(iad by the inductive hypothesis, at 
least one step must be in the latter. Consider a longest common subsequence of C 
and Ui. This mot be the whole of C, since Ui is acychc. So (d: 
cycle C as an endless loop) this subsequence must be preceded and followed by 
steps of (S,, U b(Ri)) \ &. It therefore begins and ends at (Sn U fun(&))- 
objects. But only the Grst and last objects of Ui can be &objects, and (since 
Ri l Ui is acyclic) only the first C~II be a fun(R&object. So the first and last objects 
of this common subsequence must be the first and last objects of Ui, and C 
contains the whole of Ui. 
§ince C contains no proper subcycle, the part of C leading back from laSt(Ui) to 
first(Q) cannot include, other than at its ends, any Q-object. SO (moving the 
starting point of C if necessary) C has the form Ui l Xi, where Xi is a sequence in 
S’ U fun(&). Because fun(Ri) is $-admissible, and V;: is an &-sequence with the 
same starting object as Xi, Xi must begin with V;:. Ui l V;: is not a cycle, so V;: 
cannot be the whole of Xi. S,, is not defined at the end of Vi, so Xi must continue 
with an Ri-step. But then I$ ends at an Ri-object, which is impossible, she 
Ri l & l & is acyck so c cangof exist: (& u fun(&+j)) 1 0, is acyck q 
We now prove that the iteration terminates. Since Ui is nonempty, Ri+l 
contains an object last(Q) which (if the iteration has not yet terminated) is an 
Am-object not in Ri. Since Ri+l &I contains all of Ri, and there are only finitely 
many Am-objects, the iteration must terminate. 
We can now define Sn+l and An+,. If the iteration terminated by concluding 
that a has no normal fotm, then define Sn+l to be the union of S, and fun(a+a’), 
for some arbitrary reduction step a+ a’. Define A,+1 = A, U rel(a-* a’) U +n+l. 
clearly satisfies the conditions (i)-(vi) at IZ + 1. 
herwise, suppose the iteration terminates with Rk. Since a was not in normal 
form, we are assured that k > 0. Define Sntl to be the union of S,, furi( and 
(if last(Rk) is in normal form) the function taking last(Rk) to *. Define 
A n-i-1 = An U rel(Dk_l) U +n+l. This satisfies conditions (i)-(v) at n + 1. The 
condition for terminating the iteration assures that S,,, is a l-step strategy 
satisfying condition (vi). 
efine S as the union over all n of S,. Since all the S, satisfy (vi), so does S. 
all the S’ satisfy (v), S is defined on every object in 0, and S(a) = * if and 
only if a is in normal form. Thus S is a total l-step strategy. e construction of S 
is clearly recursive. 
Let 0 =4O*U1-r l l +Ui a reduction 
e reduction 
aerate the relations 
le of the given reduction 
a.If~~;isanormal 
constructed as RP+l = UO l V. l Ul l VI l 
and contains 
an S,_l-object. Smce ie only S’_l-objects in Uq 
only way the step 42;30~+~ can occur in Uq is as 
last(&), and is therefore in Yq. The sequence 
hence in A&(R,). So co is in Yq. Since 
contains %. YP contains Yq, so Ui is in YP. So Ep must 
where c is the apex of Ep. Since ai is a normal form, 
ends at the apex of Ep, SO la@R,,1) =ai, and S, 
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alphabet is defined by: 
(i) Variables are terms. 
(ii) [xp is a term if x is 1 
(iii) Q(A1,. . . , A,) is a 
terms. 
a variable and A is a term. 
term if Q is an n-ary constant and Al, . . . , A, are 
The set r of metatenrts over the given habet is defined by: 
(i)-(iii) as for the def’mition of Ter, 
(iv) Z(&, . . . , k&) is a metaterm if Z is an n-ary metavariable and 
H 1, . . . , H, are metaterms. 
In a term or metaterm of the form [x@, the [x] is to be thought of as binding 
all occurrences of x in A which are not contained in some subterm of the form 
[x]B (with the same x). x is a bound variable of the tern. [x&4. We want to 
consider terms or metaterms which differ only in the names of their bound 
variable as being the ‘same’ term. Formally, we could henceforth talk about 
equivalence classes of terms under renamings of bound variables. Informally, we 
just talk about terms as before, but on the understanding that we ~GIZI freely 
choose the names of the bound variables. In particular, we can without loss of 
generality assume that in any given term, all occurrences of [ l - -1 bind distinct 
variables, which are also distinct from any free variables in the term. 
A reduction rule or rewrite rule is 2 pair (HI, &) of metaterms such that: 
(i) HI has the form Q(Hi, . . . If;). 
(ii) HI and H2 contain no free variables. (They may contain metavariables.) 
tiii) Every metavariable in H2 occurs in HI. 
(it Netavariables occur in HI only in subexpressions of the form 
2(x,, . . . , xk), where xl, . . . Xk are distinct variables, and k is the arity of 2. 
A reduction rule acts as a schema, generating a set of rules containing no 
metavariables, which in turn generate the reduction relation of the CRS. 
To define this, let a valuation be a function u: Mvar-, Ter x Var* such that if 
Z has arity k, then o maps 2 to a term and a k-tupie of distinct variables. A 
valuation CT gives rise to a substitution B’ : Mter-, Ter. First we define the notion 
of substituting terms for variables in a term. Given terms or metaterms 
t, h, . . . . t,anddistinctvariables~~ ,..., x,, t[.zI:=tl ,..., x,:=t,]denotesthe 
result of replacing every free occurence of each xi in t by ti, making changes of 
bound variables in t as necessary to prevent free variables of ti being ‘captured’ by 
[ l l l ] binders in t. Now we define 0’. For clarity, we use these brackets: [ 1, to 
denote applications of I(J and 0’. 
a’[[x]TD = [~]~‘DIIt 
o’I&(h, . . . j t,)n = Qcdhn, . . . ) 4m 
&qt1, l . . , tn)l = qx, := dut,n, . . . , x, := dkI)3, 
where aZ]= (T, (x,, l . l , x,)). 
as described above. Let 
(i.e. if whenever t is in T 
t’ is in T), then (T, R) is a CRS. 0 
a cakuhs in the CRS formalism. The 
terms and metaterms are all those 
tavariabks, and these constants, 
5 that the Lngle argument of every A is of the form 
re n we have: 
notation, A([# is written Ax. t, and @ is omitted, 
th parentheses ad Zi6imn for 
-+E (if x is not free in E). 
the CRS formalism the side-condition in the eta rule is 
d in the fact that a nullary metavariable is used. Both 
atic alpha conversions to avoid capture of bound 
mbinatory reduction systems which satisfy 
variable occurs 
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with rules (Hi+ 
of , such that 
t C be a combinatory reduction system 
Hi) 1 i E I}. Rules i and j (not necess 
(i) there exist substitutions r and r’ and a submetaterm H 
(ii) H is not of the form 2(x1, . . . , x,), and 
(iii) if i = j, W is not HI itself, and 
(iv) r(4) = t’(H). 
I 
They weakly conflict if they conflict, but only with H = = r’(Hi’). C 
is bigums if no two (not necessarily distinct) rules C is weakly 
unambiguotcs if every pair of conflicting rules in C is weakly cdlieting. C is 
regular if it is linear and unambiguous. C is weakly regular if it is left linear and 
weakly unambiguous. 0 
A (lambda-calculus with beta-reduction) and e both regular 
t is weakly regular but not regular. culus with beta- 
and eta-reduction) is neither regular nor weakly regular. The beta-rule and the 
eta-rule con&t. 
In a general CRS, a redex in a term t consists of a rewrite rule of the CRS, a 
substitution, an occurrence of a subterm of t, and the term t. Note, however, that 
in a weakly unambiguous CRS, the term and the subterm occurrence are 
sufhcient o determine the result of reducing the redex. The condition of weak 
unambiguity ensures that this result does not depend on which of the rules which 
match it is chosen, if there is more than one. 
In lambda calculus and in weakly regular term rewrite systems there are the 
concepts of residuals of redexes and projection of one reduction sequence over 
another. The reader familiar with these concepts will have no difficulty in seeing 
that these concepts carry over to all weakly regular combi.ratory reduction 
systems. It is necessary to bear in mind, however, that not all of the standard 
theorems carry over. An example is the disjointness property: In lambda calculus, 
distinct residuals of the same redex by reduction of some her redex are always 
disjoint. This is not true in general of CRSs. Enough of t basic results do hold 
in CRSs for us to avoid much detailed argumentation i later sections. We will 
state here the results we require, and refer to [lo, 111 for their proofs. The 
references cited give proofs for regular CRSs, but these proolis carry over 
immediately to weakly regular CRSs. 
We use R, R’, RI, etc. to range over redexes, and S, S’, S,, etc. to range over 
reduction sequences. We may also use R ice denote the reduction sequence 
consisting of a single step, the reduction of the redex R. 92 ranges over sets of 
redexes. 
development of a set of r 
Ion sequence in which every redex r:duc 
is a 
er of 
ut complete developments in weakly regular 
be a reduction sequence (finite or infinite), such 
a redex R which is contained in another redex R’, 
’ is reduced at any later stage in S. Then S is said to be 
developmer83 sf the same set of 
development of some set B of redexes of E. 
lete dkueIopment S’ : E ++ F of the same set of 
7.1(2), there is a term G and sequences S/S’ : F-n G and 
steps of S and S’ be respectively RI, . . . , Ri and 
S’) . (RJ(S’/R,)) * 0 l l l (R,I(S’I t l 0 l l l Ri_*))). 
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complete development S’ of So F contains no residuals of members of 
S/S’ must be the empty sequence. S so empty. Therefore 
F=G=F". 
(2) Suppose that S is not e-in. Define & = S. 
We have &=&,l.R&&z= l Sea-,, where Rg is a residual of some redex Rh 
in E/$o,l which contains Ro. There may be several different such decompositions 
of & oose one for which &,I is as short as possible. Then &,, is outside-in. 
Define 
SI is also a complete development of , and therefore ends at F. Since 
R. l &,2. R" l S& reduces no residual of a redex containing any redex reduced in 
&, neither does R& l ((R, . Gm2 l Ri. &&IRA). So when we decompose S, in the 
same way as S1,1 - RI . Sls2 - Ry l &, either (i) S1,l is longer than &, or (ii) 
S 1.1= so,1 and Rl = R& which contains Ro. Repeat the construction, obtaining 
s, = s2.1. Ri - (CR2 l 52.2 l R!i l &dR~~, 
and so on, stopping if and when we obtain an S’ which is outside-in. Since E is a 
fmite term, case (ii) can only happen finitely often before case (i) must happen. 
But each time case (i) happens, we obtain an initial segment Si.1 of Sip which 
begins with, and is longer than, Si-1.1. 2 this procedure never terminated, then 
we would generate an in&rite sequence of developments &, S,, 1. &, 1, . . . , such 
that each one is an initial segment of the next, and infinitely often it is a proper 
initial segment. This determines an infkitely long development as their ‘union’ in 
an obvious way. But all developments are finite (Theorem 7.1(l)). Therefore the 
process must terminate, yielding an outside-in complete development Sk : E a F 
of%. cl 
. A CRS is recotrsive if the set of its expressions is recursively 
enumerable, the set of redexes in an expression is a recursive function of the 
expression, and the expression resulting from a reduction is recursive in the 
starting expression and the redex reduced. Cl 
. Every recursive weakly regular CRS is recursively ACR. 
5.1 are the mai sults of this pape 
equence of lemmas. fix on some re 
1. R. Kennaway 
e term ‘root-redex’ is motivated by viewing the term as a syntax tree, which 
ore intuitive than the classical co on of a term as a string. 
complete development of the form where R is a redex and S a 
uction sequence, is not completely determined by R and S. There is some 
choose the order which the reductions will be performed. Any 
a &rite reduction sequence ending at the same term. In view of 
rem 7.2(2), we can stipulate without loss of generality that all complete 
developments considered in this section will be c&side-in. 
R2 be redexes associated with distinct subterms of E. 
RI is not contained in R2 - in par&&r, if RI is a root-tedex - then 
of a single reduction, and if RI is a root-redex then so is RJR2. 
2 contains a root-redex, then either RI or ,X2, but not both, ik a 
t the subterms which RI and R2 reduce be ctively El and E2. 
ucing R2 replaces E2 in E by some term to give a term E’. RI is 
r disjoint fkom R2 or contains R2. If RI is disjoint from R2, then RI/R2 is a 
redex which reduces an occurrence of El in E’. In this case neither RI nor RI/R2 
can be a root-redex. If RI contains R2, then there is a subterm E; of E’ which is 
El with thre subterm E2 replaced by E& By weak regularity this term is a redex, 
and is the single redex which constitutes RI/R2. It occupies the same position in 
E’ as El does in E. If it is a root-redex, RI is a root-redex. 
RI is not contained in R2, then the single redex of RI/R2 occupies the 
sition in the term as RI did. So if it is a root-redex, then RI is a 
root-redex. if R, is contained in R2, and reduction of R2 replaces R2 by some term 
en each of the redexes in RI/R2 is contained in R;. That set of redexes can 
only include a root-redex if R; is the whole term. But then R2 was a 
root-redex. 0 
. If R/S k ourside-in and contains a root-redex, then it;s first red&x is a 
foot-redex. 
t RI be the first root-reduction in the sequence 
ceded by some non-root reduction R2. Since the 
must be a residual by R2 of some redex R3. 
sequence R3/R2. This must begin with RI. But RI is a 
mma 8.1, either R2 or R3 must be a root-redex, 
t must not be thought hat this is true for arbitrary reduction sequences. 
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example is this beta-reduction sequence: ((Ax. Ay . z)a)b + (Ay . z)b -9 Z. The 
outside-in property does ilot require that when a redex R is reduced, no enclosing 
term is later reduced. It only requires that an enclosing term may not later be 
reduced if it was already a redex when R was reduced. 
Let there be given a reduction sequence E % E’, and a redex R of E. 
1s a root redex, then either (i) S includes at least one root redex, the first such 
redex in S is a residual of R, and RIS k empty, or (ii) S does ot include any root 
redex and R/S consists of a single root reduction. 
By induction on the length of S, using Lemma 8.1. B 
Let RI and R2 be redexes in E. If RI/R2 includes a root-redex, then 
RI f RZ, anb either RI or R2, but not both, are root-redexes. 
For RI/R2 to be nonempty, RI and R2 must be distinct. y Lemma 8.2, if 
RI/R2 contains a root-redex, then it begins with one. Some residual of RI by R2 is 
therefore a root-redex. This is obviously impossible if neither RI nor R2 is a 
root-redex. Nor is it possible if both RI and R2 are root-redexes, for then they 
would be identical and RI/R2 would be empty. Cl 
3. Let S, and S, be reduction sequences starting from E. If SI& includes 
on, then either S, or & includes a root reduction. 
By induction on the lengths of Sr and &, using the preceding lemma. El 
. Let S, and & be reduction sequences starting fkom E. If SI includes a 
then either S, or SJS, includes a root redex. 
Suppose SI contains a root redex and S, does not. Let SI = S; l R l St, 
Fig. 2. 
art athe presence or 
s1= %&, SyS~ con&ts 
ot begin with a root-tedex. 
with a root-redex. Since J;/& contains no 
ntains a root-redex. Since Sl is 
with a root-redex, which must be the same as 
te &=ls;-S; and $=rs;‘S;, and $ is a single root 
outside-in, we can write it as & l S12, 
in Si (and may be empty). S,,/S; is an 
Lemma 8.3, S,,/S; consists of a string 
ons no Ionger thaw &, and therefore shorter than Z!& l &. So we 
where S,, is nonempty. We have 
, so by Lemma 8.6 applied to 
then, by Lemma 8.6 applied 
ntains no root-reductions, 
nstruction of &, as a non-empty sequence of root reductions. 
esis cannot hold: & must begin wiLh a root-redex. 0 
E is ~OOMJ&C if there exists a reduction sequence 
E, with R b&g a root redex. E is potentially reot-cyclic if 
tion sequence E =W E’ for some root-cyclic E’. III 
. If E is potedally root-cyclic and E s El, then El is potentially 
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s,I’s,, = s; 
S 
111 l s 112 = %I 
Fig. 5. 
E,-, where the S is non-empty and contains 
have the diagram 
write S” for SS. l l 0 (n times). R/S* means R/(S”). Each sequence 
R/(&,- Sn) is a complete development of some set of redexes of E0 (all the 
residuals of R by Sn). Since E0 is finite, there are only finitely many different such 
sets. Therefore for some i > 0 and n 2 0, R/(& l S”) = R/(& l Sn+‘), and we have 
Fig. 7. 
Si contains a root redex. Write S’ as S’ l R’ l S”, where R’ is a root-redex. 
Let EO% &. Then we have Fig. 8. 
The top and bottom horizontal sequences of Fig. 8 are complete developments, 
so may be assumed to be outside-in by Theorem 7.2. The left-hand side begins 
with a root-redex. So by Lemma 8.7, the right-hand side contains a root-redex. 
As the right-hand side is a cycle, every term in it is root-cyclic. In particular, E2 is 
root-cyclic. Therefore El is potentially root-cyclic. 61 
. An expression LG+ in normal form, each of whose redexes is 
contained in a potentially root-cyclic subexpression, has no normal form. In 
particular, a potentially root-cyclic expression has no normal form. 
Fig. 6. Fig. 7. 
JR. 
. . . , Em], where El,. . . , E, are the 
be greater than 0. Let 
some Ei. We have Ei R, E:. 
of the CRS, 
, . . . , E,,] are contained in 
root-cyck, C[E,, . . . , Ei’, . . . , E,,] 
property supposed of E. 
has this property; in 
no normal form. q 
ludes a root-reduction, then El itself is root-cyclic. 
EO= CIEO,, . . . , E,), where Eel, . . . , Eh are the maximal 
of &. Since there are no root-reductions, the sequence must have 
ed in Eil, we obtain a sequence 
ction cannot be repeated more than 
of which we must have a cycle including R 
e expression of that sequence in which R is 
-cyclic subexpression of E *. Cl 
Choose a recursive weakly regular C 
CR diagram. If all the bi are in 
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Otherwise, in each bi not in normal form, choose a redex Rip and let bi 5 b:. 
ssible, then bi has no normal 
for this diagram. Where bi is 
in normal form, take bi = him By CR, there must exist an object c and reduction 
sequences I& -w for each bi. Since + is r.e., we can compute such reduction 
sequences, simply by enumerating all possible reduction sequences from all the b; 
in parallel, until we discover a set of sequences all ending with the same object. 
Furthermore, we may assume without loss of generality that each bi -WC is acyclic. 
Consider the sequences aii 3) bi ++ bf -a~. For those bi in normal form, the 
sequence is just ati-wbi, which by hypothesis is acyclic. For the other bi, bi -nb; 
is a single step, and each of the three sections is acyclic. If the sequence as a 
lit, then any cycle must include the step bi A bi. But by 
3, Ri must be contained in a root-cyclic subexpression of bi. For 
each such Ki, choose a different redex in bi, obtaining a different bJ, and repeat 
the construction. Eventually we will either find an ACR completion of the ACR 
diagram, or we will tid that for some his every redex is contained in a root-cyclic 
s&expression. In the latter case we conclude from Proposition 8.2 that none of 
the bi has a normal form, and therefore any set of sequences bi -HC till trivially 
satisfy the ACR condition. Cl 
co .2. Every recursive weakly regular CRS has a recursive nmmalising 
l-step strategy. 
Immediate from Theorem 8.1 and Theorem 5.1. Cl 
J.W. Klop raised the problem answered here. He and H.P. Barendregt 
provided fruitful discussions and useful comments. Thanks are due to the referee 
for his very detailed reading of the paper. Responsibility for any remaining errors 
is my own. 
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